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The present paper is concerned with the problem: which integral homology 
class of a compact orientable differentiable manifold is realizable by a non- 
singularly imbedded submanifold ? As was shown by Thom [5], this problem is 
reduced to the mapping problem of the manifold into the Thom complex MSO 
for the rotation group S O ; he solved this problem for homology classes of 
dimensions < 7  provided the dimension of manifold is less than 17.
By making use of the results due to Milnor [3] and Wall [6], we shall in 
the present paper determine the stable homotopy type of MSO, Then this leads 
us to the following:
M a in  T h e o r e m . Let Fbe a compact orientable C°^-manifold of dimension m, 
and let n be an integer such that 2n'>m if n is even, 2n — l > m  if n is odd. Then 
the homology class dual to x ^ H ^ i V ; Z) is realisable by an orientable C -  
submanifold of V if and only if
( >^)  =  O
for any odd prime p  and for any integer ^> 0 .
Since the Pontrjagin classes of V satisfy the condition (*), the homology 
classes dual to the Pontrjagin classes are realizable by orientable submanifolds 
under some restrictions on dimensionality.
By the analogous methods, we determine the stable homotopy type of MU  
and study the realizability by submanifolds whose normal bundles have unitary 
structures.
I. Prelim inaries
For any prime p, we denote by Ap the Steenrod algebra mod p, and by dp, (Pp 
the mod p  Bockstein, the mod p  Steenrod reduced power operation respectively.
According to Milnor [2, 3], there exist the elements
Qi ^Ap,  /  =  0, 1, 2, 
satisfying the following conditions (I. I)-(I. 4) :
(I. I) = -  Qi(Pf-(PfQi,
(1.2) The subalgebra Ao generated by IQ,-, i =  0, 1,2, •••] 
in is a Grassman algebra over Zp.
(1.3) is a free right A-module,
(1.4) The quotient algebra of Ap by the left A^-ideal
A  pQo + A pQi + • • •
is isomorphic, as a left A^-module, to the quotient algebra of by the both 
sided ideal ( Q q)  generated by Oo in i.e.
Ap/ApQo + ApQi~\- •■• = Ap/(Qo) .
From these conditions, we have
(1.5) Let xeH ^^(X ; Zp) satisfy QiX=O for iC^n. Then
Q n X = h ( P l ' " ( P f ' ' " x ^
Proof. By (I. I ) we have
QnX =  Q n-r(9 f~\ -(P^^ '"Q n -^X  =
Using a free base A^ of the free right A-module Ap (see (1 .3 )), write
Q n - 2 ( P f " '  =  (P ^ o Q ,+  ... ( ( P ^ i ^ A O  .
Then, since the degrees of Qn-zC?^'^^ and Qi are equal to 2p^-2p^~^-{-2p^~^~l 
and 2p^  — l  respectively, it follows that l< (n  so that Qn-2(Pp'^~^x=0, Therefore 
we have
QnX =  Q n -i(P f~ 'x  =  Q n -2 (9 f^ "(9 f~ "x  .
Repeating this process, we can get (I. 5).
It is well known [ I ]  that the stable cohomology group of the Eilenberg- 
MacLane complex K ( Z ,  n)  is isomorphic to Ap/{_Qo\ where [Qo] stands for the 
left ideal of generated by Qo-
Let X  be a complex, and let Xi ( f= l ,  2, •••) be any (w + 1)-dimensional integral 
cohomology classes of X  Then there exists a fibre space over X  such that the 
fibre is K ( Z , n ) ' X  y K ( Z , n )  and the transgression of the fundamental coho= 
miology class of the fibre is Xi [4],
The homotopy type of the total space of this fibre space is determined 
uniquely. Such a construction is usually called the Postonikov construction and 
will be used frequently in the following.
L e m m a  I. Let p be a fixed odd prime, and n any integer'/>2. Then there exists 
a space 3£^(n) satisfying the follow ing conditions (I. 6 )-(I. 8) :
(L 6 ) HH3C^(n)\ Z )  =  0, fo r  0 < k < n ,
W  (3C^(n) ; Z ) -  H^(S£^(n) ; Z ) =  Z .
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(1.7) ; Zp) is a free A p l {QO-module in dimensions<C2n, and is 
generated by elements o f  dimensions n + Aj (; = 0 ,1,2, •••).
(1.8) The free base o f  dimension n + ^ j is in 1 — 1 correspondence with the set 
o f  partitions o)(j) o f  j  in which any number o f  the form  (^*—1)/2 does not appear. 
The element corresponding to a partition o)(j) is also denoted by o)(j).
Proof, Starting with K l = K (Z, n), assume inductively that satisfying the 
following two conditions (1.9)/, (1 . 10)* is constructed.
Decompose a partition o)(j) of j  in the form
=  W p((^U ))^  < ( ^ ^ ( y ) ) )
where (oiU) =o)^(oU))  is of the form ( ( p ^ i - l ) I 2 - - ( p ^ r - 1 )  12), 0 < w , < - - < w r ,  
and (Opij) =o)p{(o{j)) does not contain any integer of the form 1) / 2 .
(1.9)2 Z ^  is a Z^-vector space whose base is given by the set of 
symbols of the following types in dimensions <  2 ;/:
A) (P^co^j) with oj'p(j)=^ (empty set) (0 < y < / ,  (P^ ^ A q),
B) P ^ Q i, - Q i, ojU )  with 4y + 2^^fe-l>4(/ + l), / i > - > 4 > 0  and co'.U)=^ 
( 0 < j < i ,  (P^eA^),
C) P ^ Q i , - ‘ Qi,coU) with 4i + 2i^^^-l>4(/ + l), / i > - - > 4 > 0 ,  w ,> lk  and
^(y ) + 0  ( 0 < j < i ,  (P^eAO.
(1.10)/ In the complex Kf, Qi operates trivially on o)<ij) (0 < y < /)  if and 
only if
/ - 0  or 4y + 2 ^ ^ -l< 4 (/: + l) ,
and no element of A  ^ operates trivially on co(j) (0 < y < /) -
It is obvious that K q = K^Z, n) satisfies the conditions (I. 9)o, (1 .10)o. (We 
regard that (0 ), the only partition of 0 , is not of the form (p '^~l)l2) .
Now we proceed to the construction of jRTf+i. Let 71(2 +1) denote the number 
of all . partitions of / + I. Then we shall construct the complex +1 as a fibre 
space over Kf such that the fibre is
K (^ , ;^  + 4(/ + l)) X ••• x K (Z ,/^  + 4(2 + 1)), 71(2 + l)-times
and the transgression is given by (1.11) as follows : Index the fundamental class 
of each component of the fibre by the corresponding partition w(/ + l).
( L 1 1) TpO){i+l) =O if co (^i + l )  =  0
Tpoyii + 1) =  © .^((^-2- 1) / 2 , 1) / 2 , O  if
Here the following should be noted:
(1.12) the dimension of Tpco^ i + l)  is equal to ;^  + 4(/ + l )  + l ;
(1.13) Tpa>(S-\-l) is in the integral cohomology of Kf.
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Since the degree of is —I, (1.12) is obvious. (1.13) follows from the 
assumption (1,10)/ and (1.5), more precisely we have in
TpO)(i + l) =  =  dp(Pl •••
with = C(P^2 - V ) / 2 , -  , (p^r-X) /2 ,  < ( f  + D) .
We give next a proof of that Kf+i satisfies (I. 9)/+i and (1 .10)/+i. For (1.10)/+i: 
It is sufficient to show that
w+4y + 2/?^ —I = n-\-A:{i +1) -f I
implies for any partition o)(j) of j
0/co(i) = O in K?+1 .
This follows from that
r^((j^^-l)/2, to(i)) = QicoCj) .
For (1.9)/+-I: From the assumptions (1.9)/ and (1.10)/+i it follows that it is 
sufficient to show the following (1.14) and (1.15) :
(1.14) the elements of Zp) which correspond to co (i +1) with 
G)^ (o;(/ + 1))=0 and to Qico(i + l)  with ft)^ (a>(f +1)) and l ^ W i ,  do not vanish.
(1.15) the elements of the type (A), (B) and (C) in (1 .9)/+i are linearly 
independent.
By the definition (1.11) the first part of (1.14) is obvious. From the fact
Tp(QiO) i^ H-1)) = QiTp(w(i-i-l))
=  QiQw,(o)) =  -Qw.CQiCo))) 
where co is the partition of (f+ 1 ) - (^"^i-l)/2 in (1.13), it follows that
Tp(QiO)Ci + !)') =  O
if and only if I=W^ or 4 ((/H -l)-(i^^ i-l)/2 )+ 2 j^ ;^ -l< 4 (/ + 2) ((1.2), (1 .10)/+i), 
equivalently, W i^ L
Thus the element Qico i^ + !) in the cohomology of the fibre does not vanish 
in m ( K U i  \ Zp),
By the construction, for the proof of (1.15), it is sufficient to see that, if
(*) (9^^QL,o)(i + !) H- ‘-+(P^^QL^o)(i+!) =  O in I Zp)
then
(pi?v==0 (/. = 1, . . . ,V) ,  
where = ••• with (/^ ,^ •••,/^ p) satisfying (1.9)/+i and (9^^^A\
On the other hand, by (1.10)/+i the relation (^) can be written in Ap  
(P^^Ql , +  -'+(P^^Ql, = (P^^Vl / +  " ‘ + ( P ^ ^ V w  
where LU= ( l \ ,  •••, /'p) satisfy the conditions of (1.10) /+i.
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From this and (1.3), it follows that (P^^ = 0.
Thus the construction of Kf, 1,2, ••• is completed.
Let (n) =Kn-I then it follows from (1.4) that (I. 9);^_i and (1 .10)«-i turn 
out to the desired properties (I. 8) and (I. 7) respectively. And (I. 6) is obviously 
satisfied by Kf.
This completes the proof of Lemma.
Lemma 2^^ For any integer n ^ 2  there exists a complex 3£(.n) such that Ap- 
modules H^ (^f}CCn) ; Z^) and H^ '^Q£^(n) ; Zp) are isomorphic for each odd prime p.
Proof. The construction of 3£{n) is done by induction. Let K q= K(Z, n) and 
let K /+1 be a fibre space over K^  with the fibre
K(Z, n + A(i + l ) )  X ••• xK(Z, n + A ( i+ l ) ) ,  7t(/ +l)-times 
and with the transgression r = . d^d prine ^p .
This definition is legitimate, since the image of is in the integral cohomo­
logy classes by (1.13) and since Tp =  O for sufiiciently large prime p  in vertue of 
the definition (1.11).
Observe that the image of Tg is in the ^-torsion which is zero mod p {p^-q, 
p, q ; odd prime), i.e. T = Tp mod p, Then it follows that /f* (K /; Zp) ^ ; Zp) 
as A^-modules. Thus 3£{n)=K n-i  has the desired properties.
2. SO -realizabilities
By the Thom's fundamental theorem [5], the realisability of an integral 
homology class of an orientable C"^-manifold V by an orientable submanifold is 
equivalent to the existence of a continuous map q : V M S O  (n) such that
(2. I) q ^ U )  =  X^
Where U is the fundamental class of the Thom complex MSO (n) of SOCn) and 
X^  is the ^-dimensional cohomology class dual to x. (The existence of such a map 
is called the SO-realizability of x.)
By this fact, the realisability problem is reduced to the analysis of the 
homotopy type of MSO (n) .
On the other hand, Milnor proved in [3] that the mod p{~>?>) stable co­
homology group of MSO (2k) is generated as a free (Qo)-module by the elements 
X c ^ p C of (4j + 2^)-dimension. Here cop(j) is a partition of j  which does not 
contain any number of the form (^ "^ ^—1)/2 and identifying H'^(MSO(2k) ; Zp) 
with the ideal of i Y * ( P C ( o o )  x  - - - X F C ( O o )  ; Z^)  =Zp\t^, • • • , tk~] generated by ti ••• tk, 
is expressed as follows:
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I) (Added in proof)  The author was communicated by prof. Shimada that the essential part of 
Lemmas I and 2 was also obtained independently by B. G. Averbuch, Doklady Akademii 
Nauk SSSR., 125 (1959).
(2, 2) =  Xcco,, ... ,CO,) =  -  tk .
where means the symmetric sum, e.g. —  + tk-
L e m m a  3. There exists a complex
K'  = K(Z2, 2k + i0  X ••• xK(Z2, 2k + id
such that the complexes ^(2^)xK ^ and MSO (2k) are o f  the same Ak-homotopy type, 
where ^  (2k) in the complex in Lemma 2,
Proof, There exists a map / :  MSO( 2 k ) SC(2k) satisfying the relations:
(2.3) (f^)p((Op(j)) =  XcopCj-) for any odd prime p ,
( / * ) 2 ( ^ ( i ) )  =  (Xc.Ci))2 ,
where ( f^ )p  is the reduction mod of f%  and (XcocjOz is the reduction mod 2 
of the integral cohomology class corresponding to
In fact, Wall [6J proved that the set of (XcvcyOz forms a base of an A2/[Sq^]- 
free module M of HHMSO (2k) ; Z^ ) and that A^module HHMSO (2k) ; Z )^ is a 
direct sum of M  and Az-free module N  in the dimensions <4^-
From this and the construction of ^  (2k) , it follows that the obstructions to 
define such a map /  are the /^-torsion elements (/?>3)
On the other hand, H^(MS0(2k) ; Z) has no /^-torsion (i^>3), hence the 
obstruction must vanish.
Let i j ,  y= l, •••, I be the dimension of Az-fvee base of the ^ 2-free module N,
Put
=  K( Z 2 , 2k+i^)x  -  x K ( Z z ,  2k + ii)
Then it is easy to define a map / ' :  MSO (2k) -> K '  such that the map ( f x  / 0  : 
MSO (2k) -> 3£ (2k) X K '  induces an isomorphism
( / x / 0 * :  H H ^ ( 2 k ) x K ^ ;  Z p ) H H M S O (2k) ; Zp)
for any prime ^ > 2  in dimensions<4^. Now the assertion is a direct consequence 
of the theorem of J.H.C. Whitehead.
L e m m a  4. MSO(2k—I) is o f  the same (Ak—?>)-homotopy type as the complex
3 £ ( 2 k - l )  xK(Zz ,  ( 2 k - l )  + i , ) x  ... x K ( Z z ,  ( 2 k - l ) + i i )  .
Proof, It is known [ 5 ]  that MSO (2k) is of the same homotopy type as the 
suspension S(M S0(2k—l ) )  o f  MSO(2k—I). On th e  o th e r  hand, since MSO(2k—I) 
is 2 ^ + 2  connected [ 5 ] ,  the loop space QS(M S0(2k-l)) o f  S(MSO(2k—2)) i s  o f  
the same (4^—3)-homotopy type as MSO(2k—I) [4]. Therefore the (4^-3)-
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homotopy type of MSO(2k—V) is that of (MSO(2k)') which is of the same 
4Miomotopy type as Q3C(2k)xQK'  by Lemma 3. From the constructions of 
SC (2k), it is easy to see
Q(3C(2k)) = ^ ( 2 k - l ) .
Thus we have the lemma.
T h e o r e m  5. Let V be a compact orientable -manifold o f  dimension m, and 
let n be an integer such that
2 n '> m  i f  n is even, 2n—l ' > m  i f  n is odd.
Then the homology class dual to x^H ^(V \ Z )  is realizable by an orientable 
submanifold (without singularities) o f  V, i f  and only i f
( 2 .4 )  d p ( 9 l - ( 9 f { x )  = O
for  any odd prime p and for any integer
R e m a r k  I . For a subalgebra B of Ap and a complex X, we shall denote by 
''Ker  the set of all elements of (X \ Zp) such that b-x= 0  for any b^B.  
Under this convention, (2. 4) can be written a s ;
(2.4)' X^Ker (dp) for any odd prime p ,
Proof o i  T h e o r e m  5. Necessecity: It is obvious from the existence of a 
map q: V M S O (n) satisfying (2.1), since H^^-(MSO(n) ; Z )  has no odd torsion, 
[5]. (For this part the restrictions on dimensionality is unnecessary.)
Sufficiency: To obtain a map q: V~>MSO(n) satisfying (2.1), it is sufficient 
by Lemma 3 and 4 to show that there exists a map
,F: V-->3C(n)\ FH(O)) = x .
The construction of this map is done by induction.
Let FqI V -> K q= K (Z ,  n) be a map such that
FK(O)) =X ,
and assume inductively that a map Fi'. V-^Ki  with the following property is 
defined:
(2.5)/ F f ( o ) ( j ) z ) = 0  for any 0 < C j < i ,
Ft((0)) = X ,
where o)( j)z  is an integral cohomology class of H^ ( K i \ Z )  corresponding to the 
Z^-class o)(j)  which does not contain any number of the form (p'^ '^ -—l ) /2.
The fibre space of induced by the map Fi: Y -> Ki  is
trivial, by (2.4) and (2.5)/. Therefore and FxK (Z, ;^  + 4 (/+ 1)) x •••
x K ( Z , n  + i ( i + X ) )  are of the same homotopy type, hence we can define a cross 
section V-^^FfKi^^ by
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s(v) =  (v, >H, ••• , H<), V ^ v
where is the base point of K(Z, ^ + 4 (/+ 1)).
Let Fi'. be the covering map of Fi, and set
F f + i  =  Pi-S-.V ^  Ki^,.
Then, by the definition of we have F^iCcoCi+l)z) = 0, and from (2.5)/ it 
follows that F%^{o)(j)z) =O for 0 < y < /  and F*+i((0)) = x  Therefore F/+! satifies 
(2.5)/+I, consequently F=Fn-I^ V ^ K n - i= 3 £ (n )  can be constructed by induction.
C o r o l l a r y  6. Let V he a Am~dimensional compact orientable manifold. Then 
for any ^>[m/2]^^ the homology class dual to the Fontrjagin class pk o f  V is 
realizable by an orientable -submanifold {without singularities') o f  V,
Proof. On the cohomology of classifying space Bsoum^ of SO (4m), (dp) 
operates trivially for any odd prime p. Hence
Pk € Ker (dp) for any odd prime p  .
Thus the assertion follows from Theorem 5.
R e m a r k s  2. Corollary 6 can be stated in the following slightly different 
form :
Under the assumption of Corollary 6, a mononiai of the Pontrjagin classes 
is SO-realizable, if the dimension of the monomial is not less than 2m.
R e m a r k s  3. If we use the homotopy group of 3£(2k) x K '  which is isomorphic 
to that of MSO (k) in dimensions <4^, the result of Milnor [3] on cobordism 
group can be easily obtained without using the spectral sequence of Adams.
3. Remarks on MU.
A
We can construct, as in No. I, a complex 3C(n) which is of the same homo­
topy type as M U (n) in dimensions <4^. The constructions are similar to that
A
in No. I. A rough account of constructions of 3£(n) is as follows :
A A  A
Let K q= K(Z,  2n) and let be a fibre space over K i with the fibre 
K(Z, 2n + 2(i + l ) ) x - ‘ x K(Z, 2n + 2 ( i + \ ) ) n ( i +\)-times 
and with the transgression
prim e ^p
where the image of Tp is in the ^-torsion and is expressed in terms of the Zp- 
cohomology, identifying a partition do(j) with a (2n + 2 j)-dimensional cohomology 
class,
Tp((j)(i+l)) =  O
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2) C ]  means the Gaussian symbol.
if Cl)(/+ I)  does not contain any number of the form I,
is of the form — ••• 1, toiO where (Op does not contain any number of
the form 1.
As is shown by Milnor [3], the Z^-vector space H^(MU(n') ; is generated 
in dimensions<4;^ by the elements where X^i is a correspond­
ing element of (MUCn) ; Zp) to a partition a)(j) not containing any number
of the form p^—l.
A
From this, we can see !JC (n) and M U(n) are of the same homotopy type in 
dimensions << 4;^ , hence we can deduce from the Thom’s fundamental theorem 
the following
T h e o r e m  7. Let be a compact m-dimensional orientable -manifold and 
let n be an integer such that 4=n^m. Then the dual homology class to a cohomology 
class u^LP'^CV; Z )  is realizable by a -submanifold o f  V whose normal bundle in 
V has U(n) as its structure group, i f  and only i f
u € Ker (dp) for any prime p~>2.
Again (<5^ ) operates trivially on Zp) for any prime ^ > 2 , we have
C o r o l l a r y  8 . Let be a 2m-dimensional almost complex manifold, and let 
n be an integer such that n'>\m!2~\. Then the dual homylogy class to the Chern 
class Cn o f  is realizable by an orientable submanifold o f  (or, more strongly, 
by a submanifold whose normal bundle in V has an U(n)-structure,)
R e m a r k  4. As in Remark 2, the result of Milnor [3] on the complex
A
cobordism group F  follows directly from the homotopy structure of 3C(.n),
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